Working student (f/m/d) for our Business Intelligence Team
We are looking for you as a working student to join our Business Intelligence Team! Our BI Team manages
data resources and infrastructure and is in charge of designing and building data analytics applications in close
collaboration with various stakeholders. Would you like to bring your theoretical background into practice,
gaining professional experience and at the same time developing yourself ambitiously with your own projects
and responsibilities? This is a great opportunity for you.
Your mission and profile:
-

Motivation to learn and curiosity for processes related to Data Engineering and Data Science.
Enthusiasm for innovative data analysis methods.
Support in creating, reviewing, and improving reports and dashboards.
Ability to derive meaningful insights from data and present complex issues concisely.
Initiative, independent working style and entrepreneurial thinking.
You are enrolled in a Bachelor or Master program in Information Systems, Statistics, (Business)
Mathematics, Business Administration with a focus on quantitative methods or in a similar field.
Ideally good knowledge in data retrieval (e.g., using SQL, Python, SSIS) and/or analysis tools (e.g.,
Power BI, Grafana).
Fluent in German or English.

Why ebuero?
-

Study first: Our flexible time models allow you a perfect combination of your studies and your job.
Space for your own ideas in an international, dedicated and ambitious environment.
Flat hierarchies and supportive team structures.
Further benefits, e.g.
− Get a bike or a BVG company ticket for public transport.
− Financial support for your Urban Sports Club Membership.

If you have any questions, please get in touch with Lena from our Business Intelligence Team! Please send
your application by mail to Lena (lena.wolbeck@ebuero.ag)!
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